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AMD AppZone Brings Graphics-Accelerated Windows and Android Apps to PCs Worldwide <br /><br />Collaboration with BlueStacks Enables
Consumers to Experience Popular Android Apps on a Broad Range of Microsoft Windows 7- and Windows 8-based devices<br /><br />SUNNYVALE,
Calif. ?9/27/2012 <br />AMD (NYSE: AMD) today announced the launch of AMD AppZone, an online showcase for applications and games accelerated
by AMD Radeon graphics processing units (GPUs) and AMD accelerated processing units (APUs). In addition to featuring some of the most recognizable
PC games and productivity apps, consumers can now download and seamlessly run popular Android apps on AMD-based PCs running Windows thanks
to a collaboration with BlueStacks to enable the AMD AppZone Player. <br />Powered by BlueStacks award-winning technology, the AMD AppZone
Player brings thousands of Android apps to the millions of AMD-powered tablets, notebooks, all-in-one and desktop PCs worldwide. In addition,
consumers can automatically sync their AppZone apps with Android-based devices via BlueStacks Cloud Connect, a cloud-based service that enables a
Windows-based PC to become an extension of an Android mobile device and vice versa1. <br />"BlueStacks cross-platform innovation bridges the
Android and x86 application ecosystems, providing new opportunities for developers and better experiences for users, said Manju Hegde, corporate vice
president, Heterogeneous Applications and Developer Solutions at AMD. "By collaborating with BlueStacks, we are enabling software developers to more
easily tap into the full capabilities of AMDs products, and providing millions of consumers with great experiences as they can now run Android apps on
AMD-powered devices. <br />"As the engine behind the AMD AppZone Player, we are providing a potent combination of award-winning software
optimized for AMDs industry-leading hardware. Consumers can now enjoy their favorite mobile apps on the larger, more immersive screen of their PC,
said Rosen Sharma, CEO of BlueStacks. "With BlueStacks technology, app developers can rest assured their Android apps will run directly on Windows
without any code change. Weve made it easy for all.<br />Starting today, the AMD AppZone Player and featured apps like Sleeping Dogs, Adobe
Photoshop CS6, and CyberLink PowerDirector 11 are available for download at www.amd.com/appzone or via the VISION Engine Control Center, which
will be updated regularly to bring new titles like the highly anticipated Medal of Honor Warfighter2. Users can download featured apps directly from within
the AMD AppZone Player or search for apps across the built-in app store. In addition, AMD and BlueStacks are currently working with leading OEMs to
preload the AppZone Player on upcoming AMD-powered devices. <br />BlueStacks is an AMD Ventures-backed software company that enables Android
apps to run on notebooks, desktops, all-in-one PCs, slates and tablets. BlueStacks was founded in 2009 by Rosen Sharma, is privately held and
headquartered in Silicon Valley with global offices in India, Taiwan and Japan. For more information visit http://www.bluestacks.com/ , or join their
more than 1,000,000 Facebook fans at www.facebook.com/bluestacksinc.<br />Supporting Resources<br />Download free apps from AMD AppZone at
www.amd.com/appzone <br />Follow AMD updates on Twitter at @AMDSoftware  <br />Follow BlueStacks on Twitter at @bluestacksinc  <br />Learn
more about AMD Accelerated Processing Units (APUs) <br />About AMD<br />AMD (NYSE: AMD) is a semiconductor design innovator leading the next
era of vivid digital experiences with its groundbreaking AMD Accelerated Processing Units (APUs) that power a wide range of computing devices. AMD's
server computing products are focused on driving industry-leading Cloud computing and virtualization environments. AMD's superior graphics
technologies are found in a variety of solutions ranging from game consoles, PCs to supercomputers. For more information, visit http://www.amd.com .
<br /><br />AMD, the AMD Arrow logo, and combinations thereof, are trademarks of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. Other names are for informational
purposes only and may be trademarks of their respective owners.<br /><br />Contact:<br />Advanced Micro Devices GmbH<br />Wilschdorfer
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In Deutschland ist AMD einer der größten internationalen Investoren des vergangenen Jahrzehnts. Am Standort Dresden sind die AMD Saxony LLC &
Co. KG und die AMD Fab 36 LLC & Co. KG angesiedelt. In beide Unternehmen sollen bis 2007 mehr als $ 4,9 Mrd investiert werden.AMD beschäftigt zur
Zeit ca. 2.500 Mitarbeiter in den Halbleiterwerken AMD Fab 30 und AMD Fab 36 sowie im Dresden Design Center, dem europäischen Zentrum von
AMDs Produktentwicklung.
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